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STIELTJES DIFFERENTIAL-BOUNDARY OPERATORS

ALLAN  M.  KRALL

Abstract.    The differential-boundary system S:

Ly = (y + //(f)ICy(O) + Dy(\)] + /),(/«' + P{t)y.

Ay(0) + By{\) + J"* dK(t)y(t) = 0,       j* dK¿t)y(t) = 0,

is discussed when set in the space SC^[0, 1], The density of the

domain of L is discussed, and the adjoint or dual operator is derived.

A discussion of selfadjoint systems follows. Necessary and sufficient

conditions for T=(\ji)L to be selfadjoint in -S?*[0, 1] are given.

1. Introduction. Differential-boundary operators with discontinuities

at a finite number of points were thoroughly discussed in [6]. Stieltjes

differential-boundary operators were recently encountered by Brown

and Krall [1] as dual operators when extending the work of Bryan [2].

In addition Bryan [3] had earlier derived Green's formula as well as

other results for Stieltjes differential-boundary operators in the case

where Hx=0.

In addition we should mention the work of Vejvoda and Tvrdy [7]

which presented a lengthy discussion of the algebraic-measure theoretic

properties required of S, and finally, the work by Halanay and Moro [4],

which discussed the existence and uniqueness of solutions for S.

Our point of view differs somewhat from those just mentioned written

by others in that we will consider S as generated by a differential-boundary

operator in i?£[0, 1], l^p<co, then derive the dual operator in

&l[0, 1], l/p+llq=l.
Specifically, in ¿¡?n[0, 1] we wish to define the operator L in the following

way: (1) Let A and B be mxn matrix constants with m = 2n such that

rankiAB)=m. Let C and D be (2n—m)xn matrices such that (c B) is

nonsingular.

(2) Let K be an mxn matrix valued function of bounded variation

such that, when considered as generating a matrix valued measure,

dK(0)=A, dKH)=B.
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(3) Let Ky be an rxn matrix valued function of bounded variation

such that, when considered as generating a matrix valued measure,

dKy(0)=0, dKy(l)=0.

Thus the matrix (£) generates an (m+r)xn matrix valued measure

such that the rank of

dK(0)     dK(l)

dKy(0)     dKyil)

is m, the portion generating this rank lying in the first m rows. Any

arbitrary boundary condition of the form JJ dvit)yit)=0 can be expressed

in such a manner.

(4) Let H and Hx be nx (2n—m) and «Xj matrix valued functions of

bounded variation.

(5) Let P be a continuous «X« matrix.

1.1. Definition. We denote by D those elements y in ¿P*[0, 1]

satisfying
(a) for each y there exists an s X 1 matrix valued constant y> such that

y+H[Cy(0) + Dy(l)] + Hyip is absolutely continuous.

(b) ly=(y+H[Cy(0) + Dy(l)] + Hyy))'+Py exists a.e. and is in j£?£[0, 1].

(c) Ay(0)+By(l)+P0dK(t)y(t)=0, }ldKy(t)y(t)=0.
We define the differential-boundary operator L by letting Ly = ly for

all y in D.

Before we can proceed further we must know whether or not D is

dense in =Sf"[0, 1]. The adjoint or dual operator will not exist in the ordi-

nary sense unless it is. To decide this question we introduce the notion

of the kernel of a measure.

1.2 Definition. Let the measure v be generated by the matrix of

bounded variation (k^ so that

¡Ay(0) + By(\) + CdK^y^

dv(t)y(t) =\

\ jodKy(t)y(t)

Let T be a set which is everywhere dense in [0, 1]. For fixed t the kernel

of v*(t) is the set of vectors v satisfying v*(t)v=0.1 By the kernel KT. of

v* with respect to T we mean Hier ker v*[0, t].

It can be shown that if 1 e T, then KT. is independent of the particular

choice of T when compared with kernels for other dense sets [1].

1 The * indicates the matrix conjugate transpose.
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1.2. Theorem. Let v*=v* + v*, where v*_\_v*, v* is singular with respect

to Lebesgue measure, andv* is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue

measure. D is dense in £?n[f), 1] if and only if K^.c K^..

The proof is found in [1]. In our case we need only apply it to those

elements in D for which y>=0.

We shall assume throughout the remainder of this paper that the boundary

conditions are acceptable: that D is dense in ^„[0, 1]. This implies that

the dual operator does exist in ä?"n[0, Y], l\p-\-l\q=l.

2. The dual operator. Let us denote the inverse of the matrix i'¿ d)

by
-Ä*    -C*\

B*        D*

I.e.

IA    B\l-Ä*    -C*\       I-Ä*    -&\(A    B\

\C    DJ\ B*        D* I ~ \ B*        D* J\C    Dj~

Componentwise these products imply

-AÄ* + BB* = I,        -AC* + BD* = 0,

-CÄ* + DB* = 0,        -CC* + DD* = /,

and

Ä*A + C*C = -I,       Ä*B + C*D = 0,

B*A + D*C = 0, B*B + D*D = I,

it being understood that Ä, B, C and D are mxn, mxn, (2n — m)xn and

{2n—m)xn matrices.

2.1. Definition. We denote by D+ those elements z in afQ„[0, 1]

satisfying
(a) for each z there exists an r X 1 matrix valued constant <f> such that

z+K*[ÄziO)+Bzil)]+Kx(t> is absolutely continuous.

(b) l+z=-iz+K*[Äzi0)+Bzil)]+KX4>)'+P*z exists a.e. and is in

=Sf'[0, 1].
(c) '&(0)+ßz(l)+fJrf#*(02(0=0, jldHt{t)zit)=0.
We define the differential-boundary operator L+ by letting L+z=l+z

for all z in D+.
Our aim is to show that the dual of the operator L is L+. In order to do

so, however, it is necessary to have two forms of Green's formula available

to us.
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Let D0 denote those elements y in i?"[0, 1] satisfying:

(a) For each y there exists an sx 1 matrix valued constant ip such that

y+H[Cy(0) + Dy(l)] + Hyip is absolutely continuous.

(b) Iy=iy+H[Cy(0)+ Dy(l)] + Hyip)'+Py exists a.e. and is in SPl\0, 1].

Let D% denote those elements z in ¿PQn[0, 1] satisfying:

(a) For each z there exists anrxl matrix valued constant <f> such that

z+K*[Àz(0) + 5z(l)] + Ky*4> is absolutely continuous.

(b) /+z=-(z+à'*[/Îz(0) + az(1)] + â:Î</.)'-|-jd*z exists a.e. and is in

¿?°n[0, I}.

Let £>o+ denote those elements z in i?°[0, 1] satisfying:

(a) For each z there exist an r x 1 matrix valued constant <f> and an

mxl matrix valued constant cj>y such that z+K*(f>y + K*(p is absolutely

continuous.

(b) l++z=-(z+K*(py + Kt(p)'+P*z exists a.e. and is in^CQn[0, 1].

The following two results can be easily derived (see Bryan [3], Vejvoda

and Tvrdy [7]).

2.2. Theorem (Green's formula).    Let y be in D0, z be in D%. Then

i
[z*(ly) - il+z)*y] dt

= ÍCz(O) + Dz(l) + CdH*z   *[Cy(0) + Dy(l)]

+ [Az(0) + Bz(l)Y Ay(0) + By(l) +     dKy

+ <t>*\[ dKyy~] + \\ dH*.
-Jo J        LJo

2.3. Theorem.    Let y be in D0, z be in D^+. Then

i
[z*(ly) = (/++z)*v] dt

C*z(0) + Dz(l) + CdH*zV[Cy(0) + Dy(l)]

+ [A~z(0) + Hi)]* Ay(0) + By(\) + \ dKy

+ P Í dKyy] + T Í dHt
Jo J \_J0

ip

+ [^y - (Az(0) + Bz(l))}* idKy.

Remarks are now in order concerning the form of these operators.
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We shall say that an operator of the form (y+//[Cy(0)+/)y(l)])'+Py

is endpoint restricted because of the nature of the adjusting term

H[CyiO) + DyH)]. An operator of the form iy+Hxrp)'+Py is free since y

is undetermined by specific points. Operators of the form given by / are

mixed in form. There exists a multitude of other mixed operators: For

instance, the operators discussed in [6] are of the form

(m r-  m -i w

y + 2 "•   2(C«Kflí-i+) + Duyia-)   ) + Py
¿=i      L j=i J '

where Hu i=l, ■ ■ ■ , n, are absolutely continuous except at the discrete

set of points {a¡}JL, are mixed.

2.4. Theorem.   In dual of L in &l[0, 1] is given by L+ in Se\[0, 1].

Proof. Let L0 be the restriction of L to those elements in D which

vanish at 0 and 1 and for which ip=0. This operator was discussed in [1]

where its dual was shown to have the form

L*z = l++z = -(z + K*^ + K?4>)' + P*z.

Since L0^L, L*^l*, and L*z=-(z+K*<j>x + Kx*4>)'+P*z. An appli-

cation of Theorem 2.3 for arbitrary y in D shows that

Cz(0) + Dz(\) + f dH*z = 0, i dH*z = 0,
Jo Jo

and

¿ = Àz(0) + Bz(l),

since the coefficients of these terms are unrestricted. This shows that

L*<= L+. The reverse inclusion is a trivial consequence of Green's formula.

2.4. Corollary.    Let y be in D, z be in D+, then

i
[z*(Ly) - (L+z)*y] dt = 0

3. Selfadjoint systems. Let us restrict our considerations to =Sf^[0, 1].

In order to find selfadjoint differential-boundary operators it is convenient

to replace the operator L by

Ty = (l/i)(y + H[Cy(0) + Dy(l)] + HlW)' + Qy

where (l/i)P=Q. T* is then given by

T*z = (l//)(z + K*[Az(0) + Rz(l)] + Kff>)' + Q*z.
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Green's formula becomes

r[z*(Ty) = (T*z)*y] dt

-(1/0 Cz(O) + Dz(l) +     dH*z
¡>

[Cy(0) + Dy(l)]

+ [Az(0) + Bz(l)Y Ay(0) + By(l) + \  dKy

+ <t>*Í dKyy    +     [ dH*z   *ip\.

r<
We then conclude immediately:

3.1. Theorem.    T is selfadfoint in if2 [0, 1 ] //and only if

(1) Q=Q*.
(2) m=n, r=s.

(3) K=[BD*-AC*]H* a.e.

(4) AA* = BB*.
(5) H[CC*-DD*]=0a.e.

(6) Ky = MH*, where M is a nonsingular rxr matrix.

The proof is quite similar to that found in [6]. Let T be selfadjoint.

Then y absolutely continuous and vanishing at 0 and 1 (so </»=0, </>=0

also) shows Q — Q*. A comparison of the number of boundary conditions

and relative sizes of Hy and Ky shows m=n, r=s. If the elements y vanish

at 0 and 1 but are not necessarily absolutely continuous, then Hyip=K*<f>,

which in turn implies Ky = MH*.

At this point we see that

H[Cy(0) + Dy(l)] = K*[A~y(0) + By(l)].

Since y may or may not vanish at 0 or 1, we must have HC=K*À,

HD = K*B. Multiplying by C* and D* and subtracting, we find

H[CC*-DD*]=0. Multiplying by A* and B* and subtracting, we find

K=[BD*-AC*]H*.

Finally by comparing the first boundary conditions, we find A=EC,

B=ED, K=EH*. The last we have already shown to be true. Multiplying

the first by A*, the second by B* and subtracting, we find AA*=BB*.

The converse is similar to that found in [6].

4. Remarks. If the spectrum of the operator T is discrete, then an

eigenfunction expansion like that found in [6] follows immediately.

The solution of the problem Ty = Xy has not been thoroughly enough

explored to say that this is definitely the case, however. The Hildebrandt
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matrix style differentio-Stieltjes-integral equation [5] which is needed

seems to possess a fundamental matrix, but its exact nature as well as its

analyticity in X has not been suitably verified. We plan to follow this paper

with such a verification.

The derivation of suitable nonselfadjoint eigenfunction expansions

also leads to a differentio-Stieltjes-integral equation, which in the context

of the present paper involves a 5 dimensional matrix system. The same,

as well as other, problems are encountered. Again we hope to present

a solution in the near future.
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